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It is known that a noncomplete }-connected graph of minimum degree of at least
w 5}4 x contains a }-contractible edge, i.e., an edge whose contraction yields again a
}-connected graph. Here we prove the stronger statement that a noncomplete
}-connected graph for which the sum of the degrees of any two distinct vertices is
at least 2 w 54 }x&1 possesses a }-contractible edge. The bound is sharp and remains
valid and sharp if we look only at degree sums at pairs of vertices at distances of
one or two, provided that }{7.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to give sharp degree sum conditions for the
existence of a contractible edge in a }-connected graph.
First, let us sketch a proof for the fact that there is such a condition. Let
G be a noncomplete }-connected graph. Egawa proved in [3] that if every
fragment of G has more than }4 vertices then G contains a }-contractible
edge. (A fragment of G is the union of the vertices of at least one but not
all of the components of G&T for some smallest separating set TV(G).)
Hence, if we assume that G contains no }-contractible edge then there must
be a fragment F on at most }4 vertices. Since every vertex in F has degree
at most |F |&1+} 54 }&1, we find a pair of vertices in F whose degree
sum is at most 52 }&2 unless |F |=1. In the case |F |=1 it follows easily
from Lemma 7 and Theorem 1 in [8] that G&F has connectivity }&1
and contains a fragment F $ on at most }&12 vertices. Since the vertex in F
has degree } and since every vertex in F $ has degree at most |F $|&1+
(}&1)+1 in G, there must be a pair of vertices in G whose degree sum is
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at most }+ }&12 &1+(}&1)+1=
5
2 }&
3
2 . Hence, in either case we find a
pair of vertices with degree sum less than 52}&1.
Therefore, every }-connected graph G with dG(x)+dG( y) 52 }&1 for
all x{ y in V(G) must contain a }-contractible edge. The lexicographical
product of squares of cycles of length at least 6 with a complete graph
indicates that the bound 52 }&1 is sharp for }#0 mod 4.
However, finding a sharp degree sum bound for }0 mod 4 requires
some further work, presented here. A prominent role is played by the case
}=7: We show that any contraction-critical 7-connected graph contains at
least two vertices of degree 7.
An even more challenging problem is to weaken the degree sum condi-
tion by looking only at pairs of vertices at distances of one or two: It turns
out that such a relaxation is possible for }{7, but it remains an open
question whether this works for pairs of adjacent vertices (which I should
conjecture).
On our way to the sharp condition we investigate the so-called almost
critical graphs of connectivity }, } even, where the upper bound }2 for the
size of a smallest fragment is attained. This leads to a common generaliza-
tion of a result of Mader [7] and a theorem of Nebesky [9].
For terms not defined here we refer the reader to [1] and [2]. V(G)
denotes the vertex set and E(G) the edge set of the finite, undirected graph
G. Let |G| :=|V(G)|. An edge between the vertices x and y will be written
as [x, y]. As is usual in the context of vertex connectivity, we do not allow
a graph to have loops or multiple edges. For all XV(G) we define
NG(X) :=[ y # V(G)&X: there exists an x # X with [x, y] # E(G)]. Further-
more, let X :=V(G)&(X _ NG(X)), NG(x) :=NG([x]) for all x # V(G). By
dG(x) :=|NG(x)| we denote the degree of a vertex x # V(G). The distance
between two vertices x and y in G is the length of a shortest x, y-path in G.
For example, adjacent vertices have distance one, and distinct nonadjacent
vertices have distance two if and only if they have a common neighbor.
We say that TV(G) separates XV(G) if X&T intersects at least two
components of G&T. }(G) :=min([ |T |: TV(G) separates V(G)] _
[ |G|&1]) defines the vertex connectivity of G. A set of }(G) vertices which
separates V(G) will be called a smallest separating set of G. The set of all
smallest separating sets will be denoted by TG . Without any further
reference we use the fact that T # TG separates T $ # TG if and only if T $
separates T. We often omit the index G if it is clear from the context.
Let S be a set of subsets of V(G). Let T # TG and suppose that ST
for some S # S. The union of the vertices of at least one but not of all the
components of G&T is called a T&S-fragment of G. An S-fragment is a
T&S-fragment for some T # TG . For example, F is a T&S-fragment if
and only if F is a T&S-fragment, and in this case F =F holds. An inclu-
sion minimal S-fragment is called an S-end; an S-fragment with a minimum
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number of vertices is called an S-atom of G. A T&S-end B is an S-end
with N(B)=T; a T&S-atom A is an S-atom with N(A)=T. A T-fragment
is a T&[<]-fragment, a T-end is a T&[<]-end, and a T-atom is a T&[<]-
atom. A fragment, end, or atom is a T-fragment, T-end, or T-atom, respectively,
for some T # TG .
A noncomplete }-connected graph G is called critically }-connected if
deleting any vertex produces a graph which is not }-connected (or, equiv-
alently, every vertex is contained in some smallest separating set of G). We
call G contraction critical }-connected if contracting an edge produces a
graph which is not }-connected (or, equivalently, if any two adjacent
vertices are contained in some smallest separating set of G). Relaxing these
definitions, we call a graph almost critical if every fragment intersects some
smallest separating set.
We use a more general concept of critical connectivity within the proofs:
A graph G is called S-critical if S{<, every S # S is contained in some
T # TG , and for every S-fragment F there exist an S$ # S and a T $ # TG
with S$T $&F and T $ & F{<. This concept has been introduced by
Mader in [8]. It generalizes, among other things (cf. [8, Example I]), the
concepts of critical connectivity mentioned above: A critically }-connected
graph is an [[x]: x # V(G)]-critical graph of connectivity }, a contraction
critical }-connected graph is an [[x, y]: x # N( y)]-critical graph of connec-
tivity }, and an almost critical graph is an [<]-critical graph.
Mader also discovered the following properties of fragments and ends.
Lemma 1 [8]. Let F, F $ be fragments of a graph G such that F & F ${<.
Then |F & N(F $)||F $ & N(F )|.
If equality holds then F & F $ is a fragment and N(F & F $)=(F & N(F $)) _
(N(F ) & N(F $)) _ (N(F ) & F $). In particular, F & F $ and F & F $ are both
fragments if and only if they are both nonempty.
From this one can deduce easily
Lemma 2 [8]. Let B be an S-end and F be a fragment of a graph G with
B & F{< and N(F ) & B{<. Let SN(F )&B for some S # S.
Then B & F =<, |F & N(B)|>|B & N(F )|, and |B & N(F)|>|F & N(B)|.
The following lemma generalizes the observation that if F is a T-fragment
of a graph G then every vertex in T must have a neighbor in F.
Lemma 3. Let F be a fragment of G and XN(F ). Then |N(X) & F |
min([ |X|, |F |]), and if equality holds then F&N(X) is empty or an (F & N(X))
_ (N(F )&X)-fragment.
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Proof. If F&N(X) is empty then |N(X) & F |=|F |min([ |X|, |F |]),
and the assertion follows.
Let us assume that F&N(X) is nonempty. Since N(F&N(X))(N(X) & F )
_ (N(F )&X), we have }(G)|N(F&N(X))||F & N(X)|+|N(F )&X|=
|F & N(X)|+}(G)&|X|. It follows that |N(X) & F ||X|, and if equality
holds then |N(F&N(X))|=}(G), which implies that F&N(X) is an
(F & N(X)) _ (N(F )&X)-fragment. Since |F |>|N(X) & F ||X| , |X|=
in([ |X|, |F |] follows, which proves the assertion. K
2. ALMOST CRITICAL GRAPHS
In this section we prove a structural result on almost critical graphs of
connectivity }, } even, where the upper bound }2 for the size of a smallest
fragment (see [8, Corollary 1]) is attained. It generalizes some results on
critically 2-connected graphs and on critically }-connected graphs where
every fragment is ‘‘large.’’ Our main application will be its contribution to
the proof of the degree sum condition in the preceeding section. We start
with the following lemma. Its proof is similar to those of several results in
the context of critical connectivity, and we add it for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 4. Let B be an S-end of a graph G, F a fragment, and S # S
with SN(F )&B and N(F ) & B{<. Suppose either that B is an S-atom or
that B, B , F, F have at least }(G)2 vertices each. Then BN(F) and |B|
}(G)
2 .
Proof. Let } :=}(G), T :=N(F ), and TB :=N(B). Assume that F & B{<.
Then F & B =<, |F & TB |>|B & T |, and |B & T |>|F & TB | by Lemma 2.
Note that B , F, and F are S-fragments.
Case 1: F & B{<. Then it follows by Lemma 2 (applied to F for F )
that F & B =< and |F & TB |>|B & T |. Thus, B T, |B |=|B & T |<
|F & TB |< |B & T |<|B|, and 2 |B |< |F & TB |+ |F & TB |}. Hence B is
not an S-atom and |B |< }2, a contradiction.
Case 2: F & B=< and F & B {<. Then |B & T ||F & TB | by Lemma 1
(applied to B , F for F, F $). Thus, F TB , |F |=|F & TB |<|B & T |<|B|, and
2 |F |<|B & T |+|B & T |}. Hence B is not an S-atom and |F |< }2 , a
contradiction.
Case 3: F & B=< and F & B =<. Then F TB and B T. Since |F |
=|F & TB |<|B & T |<|B|, B is not an S-atom. It follows that |T & B |+
|TB & F |= |B |+ |F |}. Since N(F & B)(T&B ) _ (TB&F ), we have
|N(F & B)|  |(T&B ) _ (TB&F )|  |T |+|TB |&( |T & B |+|TB & F | ) }.
So |N(F & B)|=}, which implies that F & B is a S-fragment properly
contained in the S-end B, a contradiction.
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So F & B=< and, analogously, F & B=<, which implies BT.
It remains to prove that |B| }2 . Assume that |B|>
}
2 . We have |B |, |F |,
|F | }2 (no matter whether B is an S-atom or not).
It follows that |B & T | |T |& |B & T |< }2 . Since |B |
}
2 , it follows that
F & B {< or F & B {<. Without loss of generality, F & B {<. By
Lemma 1 (applied to B for F $), |F & TB | |B & T |=|B|> }2 follows. This
implies |F & TB |< }2 .
If F & B {< then Lemma 1 (applied to F , B for F, F $) implies |F & TB |
|B & T |=|B|> }2 , a contradiction.
Hence F & B =<, and F TB follows. But then |F |< }2 , a contradiction.
K
Lemma 4 implies [8, Theorem 1] and thus the fact that a S-critical
graph G contains a S-fragment on at most }(G)2 vertices [8, Corollary 1].
We state two further consequences of Lemma 4 separately.
Lemma 5. Let G be an S-critical graph such that every S-fragment has
at least }(G)2 vertices. Then every S-end has precisely
}(G)
2 vertices.
Proof. Let B be an S-end of G. By the definition of S-criticity, there
must be a T # TG and an S # S such that ST&B and T & B{<. Take
an arbitrary T-fragment F. Since F, F , and B are S-fragments, Lemma 4
applies. K
Lemma 6. Let G be a graph such that every fragment has at least }(G)2
vertices. Let B be an end of G and T # TG such that B & T{<. Then
|B|= }(G)2 and BT.
Proof. Let S :=[<], S :=<, and F be an arbitrary T-fragment. Then
the assertion follows from Lemma 4. K
In order to generalize [4, Lemma 6.1], we introduce the following
concept: In a graph G of connectivity }, we call a sequence F0 , ..., Fl , l2,
of disjoint subsets of V(G) a fragment ribbon of length l, if |Fi |= }2 for all
i # [0, ..., l] and N(F i)=Fi&1 _ Fi+1 for all i # [1, ..., l&1]. So all inner
elements F1 , ..., Fl&1 of a fragment ribbon F0 , ..., Fl are fragments unless
V(G)=F0 _ F1 _ F2 . Note that F0 , Fl need not be fragments. The exist-
ence of a fragment ribbon in a graph of connectivity } implies by definition
that } is even. For }=2 the fragment ribbons of G are formed by subpaths
of G of length at least 1 with all inner vertices having degree 2 in G. If the
union F0 _ } } } _ Fl covers V(G) then we call G itself a closed fragment
ribbon of length l+1. If we suppose that in this case l+14 then F0 , Fl
are fragments as well. Thus, closed fragment ribbons of length at least 4 are
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critically }-connected. For example, we obtain closed fragment ribbons
from cycles of length at least 4 by replacing each vertex with some graph
on }2 vertices and then adding all edges between two of those graphs when-
ever the corresponding vertices in the cycle are adjacent.
Let us construct some examples of almost critical graphs.
Let }>0 be even and let H be a }+1-connected graph on at least 2}
vertices. Let l, l$3 and take disjoint sets F0 , ..., Fl , F $0 , ..., F $l$ such that
(F0 _ } } } _ Fl) & V(H)=F0 _ Fl and (F $0 _ } } } _ F $l$) & V(H)=F $0 _ F $l$ .
We say that G can be obtained from H by attaching two disjoint fragment
ribbons, if G can be obtained from H by adding the elements of
F1 _ } } } _ Fl&1 and of F $1 _ } } } _ F $l$&1 as new vertices and adding new
edges [x, y] with x # Fi and y # Fi&1 _ Fi _ Fi+1 for some i # [1, ..., l&1]
or with x # F $i $ and y # F $i $&1 _ F $i $ _ F $i $+1 for some i $ # [1, ..., l$&1] in
such a way that G has connectivity } and such that F0 , ..., Fl and F $0 , ..., F $l$
are fragment ribbons in G. One way to achieve this is to add all edges
[x, y] which satisfy the conditions mentioned above. In this case we say
that G has been obtained from H by attaching two disjoint complete fragment
ribbons.
We claim that G is almost critical of connectivity }.
Consider F :=[Fi _ Fi+1 _ } } } _ F j : 1  i  j  l&1] _ [F $i $ _ F $i $+1
_ } } } _ F $j $ : 1i $ j $l$&1]. Then the elements of F are fragments of
G, and the neighborhoods of the fragments in F cover V(G)&V(H), hence
V(G)&V(H) TG .
Consider FV(H). Since H is }+1-connected, |NH(F )|}+1 or
V(H)F _ NH(F). Since F1 _ } } } _ Fl&1 is an F0 _ Fl -fragment of G on
at least } vertices, |NG(A) & (F1 _ } } } _ Fl&1)||A| holds for every
AF0 _ Fl by Lemma 3 (applied to F1 _ } } } _ Fl&1 , A for F, X). By
symmetry, |NG(A) & (F $1 _ } } } _ F $l$&1)||A| holds for every AF $0 _ F $l$ .
Thus, |NG(A)&V(H)||A| for all AF0 _ Fl _ F $0 _ F $l$=: A*. Hence, if
V(H)F _ NH(F) then |NG(F)||NG(F & A*)&V(H)|+|NH(F ) & A*|
|F & A*| + |NH(F) & A*| = |A*| = 2}  }+1. From this it follows that
|NG(F )|}+1 for all FV(H), and thus every fragment of G has to
contain a vertex of V(G)&V(H) TG . Hence G is almost critical of
connectivity }.
If, in addition, G has been obtained from H by attaching two disjoint
complete fragment ribbons then it is not hard to see that the fragments of
G are precisely the sets in F _ [F : F # F]. In particular, every fragment of
G has at least }2 vertices. This shows that the class of graphs considered in
the following theorem is large.
Theorem 1. Let G be an almost critical graph such that every fragment
has at least }(G)2 vertices. Suppose that G is not a closed fragment ribbon of
length 4 or 5.
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Then G contains two fragment ribbons F0 , ..., Fl and F $0 , ..., F $l$ such that
1. l3 and l$3, and
2. li=0 F i & 
l$&1
i $=1 F $i $=< and thus 
l&1
i=1 Fi & 
l$
i $=0 F $i $=<.
Proof. We first show that G contains a fragment ribbon of length 3. Let
S :=[[x]: x # T & B for some end B and some T # TG].
Since G is almost critical and since every fragment of G contains an end,
G must be S-critical.
Let A be a TA&S-end. Hence there exists a TB-end B which intersects TA .
By Lemma 5 it follows that |A|= }2 . In particular, A is an end of G. Since
TA intersects B, we know that BTA and |B|= }2 by Lemma 6 (applied to
TA for T ). Since TB intersects A, ATB follows by the same lemma
(applied to A, TB for B, T ).
Let X :=TA&B and Y=TB&A.
If A & B =< then B X and A Y, so B =X and A =Y are both
fragments, each on }2 vertices and X, A, B, Y is a fragment ribbon of length
3. Hence G is a closed fragment ribbon of length 4, which is impossible.
If A & B {< then }2|X||B & TA ||A & TB |=|A|=
}
2 by Lemma 1
(applied to B , A for F, F $), so X=B & TA and |X|= }2 . Analogously, Y=
A & TB and |Y|= }2 . In particular, X & Y=<, and so X, A, B, Y must be a
fragment ribbon of length 3.
Now let F0 , ..., Fl , l3, be a maximal fragment ribbon, i.e., one which
is not a proper subsequence of a (larger) fragment ribbon. Let F :=F1
_ } } } _ Fl&1 and T :=N(F )=F0 _ Fl . If F =< then G must be a closed
fragment ribbon of length l+1. Since l+16, F0 , F1 , F2 , F3 and F3 , F4 ,
F5 , F6 are appropriate fragment ribbons (indices modulo l+1).
So we may assume that F {<, and therefore F, F are T-fragments.
Claim 1. F0 and Fl are not fragments.
(Let us assume that F0 is a T0 -fragment. Then T0 & F1 {< and T0 & F
{<. By Lemma 6 (applied to F1 , T0 for B, T ) we have F1  T0 . If
|F & T0 |= }2 then F & T0 , F0 , ..., Fl would be a fragment ribbon as well,
violating the maximality of F0 , ..., Fl . Hence |F & T0 |< }2 . Since |F |
}
2 ,
F0 & F {<. By Lemma 1 (applied to F , F0 for F, F $), we have |F & T0 |
|F0 & T |= |F0 |= }2 , a contradiction. Hence F0 and, similarly, Fl are not
fragments, which proves Claim 1.)
Claim 2. No end of G has a vertex in T.
(Let us assume, to the contrary, that there exists a TC -end C with C & T
{<. By Lemma 6 (applied to C for B), CT and |C|= }2 . By Claim 1,
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C{F0 and C{Fl , hence C & F0 {< and C & Fl {< follow. Hence TC
intersects F1 , Fl&1 . By Lemma 6 (applied to F1 , TC for B, T and to
Fl&1 , TC for B, T ), we have F1 _ Fl TC , hence TC=F1 _ Fl&1 . On the
other hand, we get N(C) & F {< from CT; that is to say, TC must inter-
sect F , a contradiction. This proves Claim 2.)
We proceed by constructing a second fragment ribbon as follows.
F contains an end B. Since G is almost critical of connectivity }, there
exists a T $ # TG such that T $ & B{<. By Lemma 6 (applied to T $ for T ),
BT $ holds. In particular, every T $-fragment is a [B]-fragment. We may
choose T $ in such a way that T $ does not intersect F2 _ } } } _ Fl&2 . (Sup-
pose that every T $ with T $ & B{< intersects F2 _ } } } _ Fl&2 , and
consider a TC&[B]-end C. By Lemma 6 (applied to Fi , TC for B, T ),
TC=B _ Fi for some i # [2, ..., l&2] follows. Since F1 , ..., Fl&1 are atoms
of G, G(F1), ..., G(Fl&1) are connected. Hence F0 _ } } } _ F i&1 C and
Fi+1 _ } } } _ Fl C without loss of generality. But then C&F i&1 is a
B _ Fi&1&[B]-fragment properly contained in the [B]-end C, which is
absurd.)
Consider an arbitrary T $-fragment F $ and suppose that F $ & F{< and
F $ & F{<. Since G(F ) is connected, F & T ${<, so Fi & T ${< for some
i # [1, ..., l&1]. Hence T $=B _ Fi and, by choice of T $, i # [1, l&1].
Without loss of generality, i=1, thus (F $ _ F $) & F=F2 _ } } } _ Fl&1 . Since
F$ & F{< and F $ & F{<, this contradicts the fact that G(F2 _ } } } _ Fl&1)
is connected.
So there is a T $&[B]-fragment F$ which does not intersect F. F $ contains
a TA$&S-end A$, having the same property. TA$ intersects some TB$ -end B$.
As above for A and B, we have |A$|=|B$|= }2 , B$TA$ , and A$TB$ by
Lemmas 5 and 6, and as above it follows that X$ :=TA$&B$=TA$ & B$ and
Y$ :=TB$&A$=TB$ & A$ are disjoint and have }2 vertices each.
So X$, A$, B$, Y$ is a fragment ribbon of length 3.
Since the end A$F $F _ T does not intersect T by Claim 2, A$F
follows. Hence X$ _ B$=TA$ F _ T. Since the end B$ does not intersect T
by Claim 2, B$F follows as well, and thus Y$F _ T.
Hence F0 , ..., Fl and X$, A$, B$, Y$ are fragment ribbons, as required. K
Since F1 , ..., Fl&1 , F $1 , ..., F $l$&1 in Theorem 1 must be atoms of G, it
follows that an almost critical graph of connectivity } in which every
fragment has at least }2 vertices contains four disjoint atoms on
}
2 vertices
such that the neighborhood of each of them contains one of the others.
This generalizes a result of Mader on critically }-connected graphs [7,
Korollar 1]. For }=2, it implies a result of Nebesky on almost critical
2-connected graphs [9, Theorem 4A].
Let us have a look at the interconnection between almost critical graphs
and contractible edges in graphs. First we prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 7. Let G be a graph of connectivity }. Let XA/V(G) such
that NG(X) & NG(A){<, and for each y # NG(X) & NG(A) there exists a
T # TG with A _ [ y]T.
Then G&A is almost critical of connectivity }&|A|, and NG(X) & NG(A)
 TG&A . Furthermore, every T-fragment of G&A is a T _ A-fragment of
G and intersects NG(X) & NG(A).
Proof. Clearly, }(G&A)}&|A|. For every y # NG(X) & NG(A) we
choose a Ty # TG containing A _ [ y]. Since NG(X) & NG(A){<, ATy
for some y. Since Ty&A separates G&A, }(G&A)|Ty |&|A|=}&|A|.
Hence }(G&A)=}&|A|, and Ty&A # TG&A for every y # NG(X) & NG(A).
It follows that NG(X) & NG(A) TG&A . Now suppose that F is a
T-fragment of G&A. Since |T _ A|=}, F is a T _ A-fragment of G. Since
every fragment of G&A contains a neighbor z (in G) of the nonempty set
XA, every fragment of G&A is intersected by some Tz # TG&A , and thus
G&A is almost critical of connectivity }&|A|, accomplishing the proof.
(See also [8, Lemma 7].) K
From this, we obtain the following.
Lemma 8. Let G be a contraction critical }-connected graph, and let A
be an atom of G, or a set consisting of a single vertex of G, or a set of
vertices with |NG(A)|} such that there is a pair (a$, t$) # A_NG(A) such
that a, t are adjacent if (a, t) # A_NG(A)&[(a$, t$)]. (Informally, the latter
condition states that A, NG(A) are nonempty and that there are all possible
edges between A and NG(A), with at most one exception.)
Then G&A is almost critical of connectivity }&|A| , NG(A) TG&A ,
and every T-fragment of G&A is a T _ A-fragment of G.
Proof. First let us consider the case that AV(G) is an atom or
|A|=1. Let y # NG(A){<. There exists an x # NG( y) & A. Since G is
contraction critical }-connected, there exists a T # TG such that x, y # T.
Since A is an atom of G or |A|=1, A _ [ y]T follows from Lemma 4
(applied to B for A with S=[<], S=<, and an arbitrary T-fragment F ).
Now suppose that A is not an atom of G and |A|{1. Then there exists
a$ # A and t$ # NG(A) such that [a, t] # E(G) holds for all pairs (a, t) #
A_NG(A)&[(a$, t$)] in G. In particular, |A|2. Let y # NG(A). If y{t$
then [a$, y] # E(G), and thus there exists a T # TG such that a$, y # T. Since
T separates NG(a$)&A&T and since NG(a$)&A&TNG(a)&A&T for
all a # A holds, A _ [ y]T follows in this case.
If y=t$ then there exists an a" # A&[a$] adjacent to y. There exists a
T # TG such that a", y # T. Since T separates NG(a")&A&T and since
NG(a")&A&TNG(a)&A&T holds for all a # A, A _ [ y]T follows.
Thus, in either case we may apply Lemma 7 with X=A. K
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Lemma 9. Let A be a fragment in a contraction critical }-connected
graph G such that |(A _ N(A))&N(a)|2 for all a # A and |A & N(t)|2
for all t # N(A). Let x # N(A) be a vertex which is not adjacent to all vertices
of A.
Then A _ N(A) contains a vertex of degree } in G which has distance one or two
from x, or G&A is almost critical of connectivity }&|A| and NG(A) TG&A .
Proof. Let a* # A be a vertex nonadjacent to x. Let TA :=NG(A). Then
a* is adjacent to all vertices in A _ TA&[x, a*]. Let us suppose that there
exists no vertex of degree } in A _ TA which has distance one or two from
x. It suffices to verify the conditions of Lemma 7 with X=A.
Let us assume, to the contrary, that there exists a t # TA such that A3 T
for all T # TG with t # T.
Consider an arbitrary a # A & N(t). Then there exists a T # T which
contains a and t. By assumption, F & A{< for some T-fragment F. We
may choose F in such a way that G(F ) is connected. Let v(a) # F & A.
There exists a vertex w(a) # N(a) & F A _ TA . Since |A _ TA&N(v(a))|
2, F & (A _ TA)=[w(a)]. If w(a) # A then F =[w(a)] since G(F ) is
connected. But then w(a) is a neighbor of x of degree }, a contradiction.
Therefore, w(a) # TA . We have F & A =<, for otherwise 1=|F & TA |
|A & T ||A & N(w(a))|2 would follow from Lemma 1 (applied to F , A
for F, F $), which is absurd. Hence F =[w(a)]N(a) & TA and N(w(a))=T.
Since N(v(a))=A _ TA&[v(a), w(a)], v(a) must be adjacent to a, t # T &
(A _ TA). Hence we have proved that
for every a # A & N(t) there exist nonadjacent
vertices v(a) # A and w(a) # TA such that w(a) has (1)
degree } in G and v(a), w(a) are adjacent to a and t.
If x=t, w(a) would be a neighbor of degree } of x (for any choice of
a # A & N(t)). Thus, x{t, and hence a* is a neighbor of t. Let us apply (1)
to a* for a. Since w(a*) is adjacent to a*, w(a*){x follows, which implies
that v(a*) is a neighbor of x because w(a*) and v(a*) are not adjacent.
Since v(a*) # A is adjacent to t, we may apply (1) to v(a*) for a. If
w(v(a*)){x then w(v(a*)) has distance one or two from x, since v(a*) is
a common neighbor of x and w(v(a*)). If w(v(a*))=x then w(a*) has
distance one or two from x, since t is a common neighbor of x and
w(a*){x. Hence, in either case, we end up in a contradiction. K
3. A SHARP DEGREE SUM CONDITION
Our application of Theorem 1 will be to find a sharp degree sum condi-
tion for the existence of a }-contractible edge in a }-connected graph,
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which is stronger than the following minimum degree condition due to
Egawa [3] (see also [8]).
Theorem 2 [3]. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph such that
d(x)\5}4 
for every vertex x of G.
Then G contains a }-contractible edge.
The way Egawa has proved his result was to prove the following theorem,
which easily implies Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 [3, 8]. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph such that
every fragment has more than }4 vertices.
Then G contains a }-contractible edge.
From this it follows, for example, that for } # [1, 2, 3] every noncom-
plete }-connected graph contains a }-contractible edge. In order to sharpen
Theorem 2 using Theorems 1 and 3, we need in the case of }0 mod 4
another Theorem of Mader, which he used, together with Lemmas 1 and 8,
to prove Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 [8]. Let G be an almost critical graph of connectivity }.
Then G contains four fragments F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 such that F1 , F2 , F3 , and
F4 &  TG are disjoint.
Now we are prepared to provide some degree sum conditions for the
existence of a }-contractible edge in a }-connected graph. Since it takes
considerable effort to decide the case }=7, we consider it separately from
the general case.
Theorem 5. Every contraction critical 7-connected graph contains two
vertices of degree 7.
Proof. Let G be a contraction critical 7-connected graph. By Theorem 2
we know that G has a vertex x of degree 7. Let us assume that G contains
no further vertex of degree 7.
Claim 1. If A is a TA-fragment on two vertices then x # TA . In particular,
A consists of two vertices of degree 8 and is contained in any minimal cutset
which intersects it.
(Since A contains a vertex of degree 8, G&A must be almost critical of
connectivity 5 and TA  TG&A by Lemma 8. Let F1 , ..., F4 be fragments
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as in Theorem 4. Since TA  TG&A , the sets F1 & TA , ..., F4 & TA are
disjoint. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that |F1 & TA |
1. Since F1 & A {< implies |F1 & TA ||A & N(F1)|=2 by Lemma 1
(applied to F1 , A for F, F $), F1=[x]TA follows, proving the first part of
Claim 1. By assumption, both vertices of F1 must have degree 8 and are
adjacent to each other and to every vertex in TA each. If T is a minimal
sepator containing some vertex a # A then T separates N(a)&T, and since
[b] _ N(b)&TN(a)&T holds for the vertex b # A&[a], b # T follows,
so AT. This proves Claim 1.)
Claim 2. If A is a TA-fragment on three vertices with x  A then x # TA
and |N(x) & A|2.
(Let us assume, to the contrary, that x # A . By Claim 1, A must be an
end. Therefore, |N(t) & A|2 for all t # TA . If AN(t) for all t # TA , then
G&A is almost critical of connectivity 4 and TA  TG&A by Lemma 8.
If A3 N(t) for some t # TA then the same holds by our assumption and
Lemma 9. In either case, let F1 , ..., F4 be fragments of G&A as in Theorem 4.
As in the proof of Claim 1, it follows that F i=[x]TA for some i #
[1, 2, 3, 4]. Further, if |N(x) & A|=1 then B :=A&N(x) is a fragment of
G on two vertices with x  N(B), which contradicts Claim 1. This proves
Claim 2.)
Claim 3. Every vertex y  N(x) is contained in the neighborhood of
some fragment on two vertices.
(Otherwise, every fragment of the almost critical graph G& y (apply
Lemma 8 with A=[ y]) of connectivity 6 has at least three vertices. So, by
Theorem 1, G& y would have four disjoint atoms F1 , ..., F4 on three vertices.
If one of them, say Fj , would contain x, then the other three would intersect
NG(x) by Claim 2 and therefore would be contained in NG& y(Fj) by Lemma 6
(applied to G& y, Fi , NG& y(Fj) for G, B, T, where i{ j in [1, 2, 3, 4]). Hence
|NG& y(Fj)|9, a contradiction. So x is not contained in any of the Fi . Again,
by Claim 2, each of the Fi would contain at least two neighbors of x, and
so |NG(x)|8, a contradiction. This proves Claim 3.)
Claim 4. Let B be a TB-end distinct from the end [x] and from [x].
Then x # TB , and thus |N(x) & B|2.
(Let us assume, to the contrary, that x  TB . Then x # B . By Claims 1
and 2 we obtain
|B|4 and |B |3. (2)
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Take y # B. By Claim 3 there exists a TA-fragment A on two vertices with
y # TA & B. By Claim 1, x # TA & B , so ATB . There exists a T # TG such
that A _ [ y]T. It follows that
|T & TB |2. (3)
Now let F be a T-fragment.
Let us assume that F & B{<. Then Lemma 2 (with S=[<], S=<)
implies
F & B =<, |F & TB |>|B & T |, and |B & T |>|F & TB |. (4)
It follows that F & B=<, for otherwise we have F & B =< and |F & TB |
>|B & T | by Lemma 2 (applied to [<], <, F for S, S, F ). Hence B T
and, according to (3) and (4), 2 |B |=2 |B & T ||F & TB |&1+|F & TB |&1
=|T |&|T & TB |&23, in contrast to (2). Therefore,
F TB and |F |2. (5)
Let us assume that F & B {<. By Lemma 1 (applied to B , F for F, F $)
and (5), we have |B & T ||F & TB |=|F |2, and, by (4) and (5), we have
|B & T | |F & TB |+13. Hence |B & T |+ |B & T |5. By (3), |B & T |+
|B & T |7&|T & TB |5. Therefore, |F |=2, |B & T |=2, |B & T |=3, and
|T & TB |=2. By Claim 1, x # T, and, by Lemma 1 (applied to B , F for
F, F $), B & F{[x] is a fragment with N(B & F )$T & TB $A. By Lemma
3 (applied to B & F, A for F, X and to F , A for F, X), we have |TA & (B & F )|
2 and |TA & F |2. Clearly, |TA & T&B||[x]|=1, and, since B is an
end on at least 4 vertices, |TA & B|3 follows from Lemma 3 (applied to B, A
for F, X). But then |TA ||TA & (B & F )|+|TA & F |+|TA & T&B|+
|TA & B|8, a contradiction.
So F & B =<. By (4), B T. By (3), (4), and (5), it follows that
|B |=7&|T & TB |&|T & B|2, in contrast to (2).
So we have proved F & B=< for every T-fragment F. It follows that
BT. By (2) and (3) we have 1|B & T |=|T |&|B|& |T & TB |7&4&2
=1, and thus |B & T |=1, |B|=4, and |T & TB |=2. Since B {[x],
F & B {< follows for some T-fragment F. By Lemma 1 (applied to B for F $),
|F & TB | |B & T |=4, so |F & TB |=1. If F & B {< then Lemma 1 (applied
to F , B for F, F $) would imply |TB ||F & TB |+|F & TB |4+|B & T |8,
which is impossible. Hence F & B =< and thus |F |=1, a contradiction. This
proves Claim 4.)
Claim 5. Let F be a T-fragment distinct from [x] and not containing x.
Then x # T and |N(x) & F |2.
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(F contains a TB -end B distinct from [x] and distinct from [x]. By
Claim 4, x # TB and |N(x) & B|2. Since TB F _ T and x  F we have
x # T, and since N(x) & BN(x) & F we have |N(x) & F |2. This proves
Claim 5.)
Now we can easily finish the proof of Theorem 5. By Lemma 8 (with
A=[x]), G&x is almost critical of connectivity 6. Let F1 , ..., F4 be
fragments of G&x as in Theorem 4. Then F1 & N(x), ..., F4 & N(x) are
disjoint. Since Fi , considered as a fragment in G, satisfies the conditions in
Claim 5, we have |Fi & N(x)|2 for all i # [1, ..., 4]. But then x can not
have degree 7. K
We proceed with the general case.
Theorem 6. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph, }{7, such that
d(x)+d( y)2 } \5}4 &1
for every pair x, y of vertices of G at distance one or two.
Then G contains a }-contractible edge.
Proof. Suppose that G contains no }-contractible edge. By Theorem 3,
}4 follows. Let }=4 } m+l for some m1, l # [0, 1, 2, 3].
First note that there is no fragment F with 2|F |m, for if such a
fragment were edgeless then it would contain two vertices of degree } at
distance two, a contradiction, and otherwise it would contain two adjacent
vertices x, y with d(x)}+m&1 and d( y)}+m&1, so d(x)+d( y)
2}+2m&2=2 } w 5}4 x&2, a contradiction, too.
By Theorem 3, G contains an end F of size at most m, and so |F |=1,
say F=[x]. By Lemma 8 (with A=[x]), G&x is almost critical of
connectivity }&1 and NG(x) TG&x . Let A be an atom of G&x and
set TA :=NG(A). By Lemma 5 (applied to G&x, [<] for G, S), |A|
}(G&x)
2 =
}&1
2 .
Let y # A be of distance one or two from x. Since N( y)A _ TA&[ y],
we have
2 } \5}4 &1d(x)+d( y)
}+|N( y)|
2}&1+|A|
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2}&1+\}&12 
=\52 }&32
for every y # A of distance one or two from x.
(6)
Case 1: l=0. Then from (6) it follows that 52 }&1
5
2 }&2, a contradiction.
Case 2: l=1. Then the left-hand side of (6) equals the right-hand side.
It follows that |A|= }&12 and d( y)=}&1+
}&1
2 for all y # N(x) & A{<.
Hence every y # N(x) & A is adjacent to all vertices in A _ TA&[ y]. In
particular, every vertex in A has distance one or two from x. By (6), it
follows that d( y)=}&1& }&12 and, thus, y # NG(x) for every vertex y # A,
so AN(x). By Theorem 1, G&x has four disjoint fragments F1 , F2 , F3 ,
F4 , on }&12 vertices each, and since they are all atoms of G&x, each may
play the role of A. Hence Fi N(x) for all i # [1, 2, 3, 4], which implies
|N(x)|4 } }&12 >}, a contradiction.
Case 3: l=2. Then }6. As in Case 2, the left-hand side of (6) equals
the right-hand side. As there it follows that |A|= }&22 and that every y # A
is adjacent to all vertices in A _ TA&[ y]. By Lemma 8, G&A is almost
critical of connectivity }+22 , and NG(A) TG&A . Let F1 , ..., F4 be
fragments of G&A as in Theorem 4. Considering the fact that every fragment
of G&A intersects TA , we may assume without loss of generality that F1=[x].
It follows that |Fi & TA | }&13 for some i # [2, 3, 4]. If Fi & A {< then
Lemma 1 (applied to Fi , A for F, F $) would imply |F i & TA ||A & N(F i)|
= }&22 >
}&1
3 , a contradiction. Hence F i TA follows. But then x and any
y # F i are at distance one or two (since AN(x) & N( y)) and violate the
degree sum condition.
Case 4: l=3. Since }{7, }11 follows. By (6), there are two possible
values for |A| , namely }&12 and
}&3
2 . We look at them separately, starting
with the easier one.
Case 4a: |A|= }&32 . Then it follows by (6) as in Cases 2 and 3 that
each vertex y # A has degree }&1+ }&32 and is adjacent to all vertices in
A _ TA&[ y]. By Lemma 8, G&A is almost critical of connectivity }+32 .
Let F1 , ..., F4 be fragments of G&A as in Theorem 4. Without loss of
generality, F1=[x]. We have |Fi & TA | }&13 for some i # [2, 3, 4]. If
Fi & A {< then Lemma 1 (applied to Fi , A for F, F $) would imply |Fi & TA |
|A & N(Fi)|=|A|= }&32 >
}&1
3 , which is absurd. Hence F i TA and
|Fi | }&13 . But then x and any vertex y # Fi have a common neighbor in
NG(x) & A, and thus they violate the degree sum condition, a contradiction.
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Case 4b: |A|= }&12 . By Theorem 1, G&x possesses four disjoint fragments
on }&12 vertices each, which can thereby not all be contained in N(x). Without
loss of generality, we may assume A & [x]{<. First note that
G&A is not almost critical of connectivity
}+1
2
. (7)
(Let us assume, to the contrary, that G&A is almost critical of connectivity
}+1
2 . Let B be an atom of G&A. By Lemma 5 (applied to G&A, [<] for
G, S), |B| }+14 . If B=[ y] for some vertex y then AN( y). Hence y{x.
Since <{N(x) & AN(x) & N( y), x, y are at a distance of one or two, and
thus they violate the degree sum condition. Hence |B|2. If |B|< }+14 then
2|B| }&34 =m, which is impossible, as we have seen in the beginning of
this proof. Hence |B|= }+14 . By Theorem 1, G&A contains 4 disjoint
fragments F1 , ..., F4 on }+14 vertices. We may consider them as fragments of
G, too. If Fi & A =< then |Fi & TA |= |F i | }+14 , and if F i & A {< then
|Fi & TA ||A & N(Fi)|=|A|= }&12 
}+1
4 by Lemma 1 (applied to F i , A
for F, F $). It follows that |TA |4 } }+14 =}+1, which is absurd. This
proves (7).)
Now let us determine that we may apply the degree sum condition to x
and any vertex of A. Indeed,
every vertex in A has distance one or two from x. (8)
(For otherwise there exists a vertex b # D :=A&(N(x) _ N(N(x))).
Every vertex z # A & N(x){< is nonadjacent to at most one vertex in
A _ TA&[z] by the degree sum condition (applied to z, x), and thus
D=[b] and N(z)=TA _ A&[b, z] for every z # A & N(x). For z # N(N(x))
& A&[b], N(z)=TA _ A&[z, x] follows from the degree sum condition
(applied to z, x). We now check the conditions of Lemma 7 for X :=[b]. Since
|A|<}, NG(b) & TA {<. Let us assume, to the contrary, that there exists
a z # NG(b) & TA {< such that A _ [z]3 T holds for all T # TG . There
exists a T # TG with z, b # T, and F & A{< holds for some T-fragment F
by this assumption. Take a vertex v # F & A. There must be a vertex w #
N(b) & F A _ TA . Since v{b, v # N(x) & A or v # N(N(x)) & A. In the
first case, N(v)=A _ TA&[b, v], and hence w=b follows, which is impossible
since b # T. In the second case, w=x follows, which is impossible since x
is not adjacent to b. Hence the conditions of Lemma 7 are fulfilled for
X=[b]. So G&A is almost critical of connectivity }+12 , violating (7). This
proves (8).)
From (6) and (8) we can easily derive that |NG(a)&A _ TA |2 holds
for all a # A. Since A is an atom of G&x, |NG(t) & A|2 holds for all
t # TA&[x] by Lemma 3 (applied to G&x, A, [t] for G, F, X).
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Thus, if |N(x) & A|2 then A and x satisfy the conditions of Lemma 9.
Hence either A _ TA contains a vertex y of degree } having distance one or
two from x, violating the degree sum condition, or G&A is almost critical
of connectivity }&|A|= }+12 , violating (7).
So we may assume that N(x) & A=[z] for some vertex z. By Lemma 3
(applied to A, [x] for F, A) it follows that A$ :=A&[z] is a TA$ -fragment,
where TA$=(TA&[x]) _ [z]. By (8), z is adjacent to all vertices in A$, and
it follows that N( y)=A$ _ TA$&[ y] for all y # A$ by (6). So G&A$ is
almost critical of connectivity }+32 and TA$  TG&A$ by Lemma 8
(applied to A$ for A). Let F1 , ..., F4 be fragments of G&A$ as in Theorem 4.
By (6) (applied to z for y), |TA&N(z)|1. Hence at most one of F1 , ..., F4 ,
say, F1 , contains a vertex in TA which is nonadjacent to z and is not equal
to z. We have |Fi & TA$ | }&13 for some i # [2, 3, 4]. If Fi & A${< then
Lemma 1 (applied to Fi , A$ for F, F $) would imply |Fi & TA$ ||A$ & N(Fi)|
=|A$|= }&32 >
}&1
3 , a contradiction. Hence F i TA$ and |F i |
}&1
3 follow.
But then x and any vertex y # Fi violate the degree sum condition, a
contradiction. K
Together with Theorem 5, we have the following:
Corollary 1. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph such that
d(x)+d( y)2 } \5}4 &1
for every pair x, y of distinct vertices of G.
Then G contains a }-contractible edge.
Let }=4m+l for some m, l with l # [0, 1, 2, 3], m1. The graph
obtained from any contraction critical 4-connected graph H (for example,
from a K6&(1& factor)) by replacing each vertex with a complete graph
on m vertices, making all vertices of two of these graphs adjacent whenever
the corresponding vertices in H are, and then adding a complete graph on
l vertices and linking its vertices to all of the previously constructed ones,
shows that the bounds in Theorems 2, 3, and 6 and Corollary 1 are best
possible for each given connectivity.
We conjecture, however, that the distance condition in Theorem 6 can be
relaxed as follows:
Conjecture 1. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph such that
d(x)+d( y)2 } \5}4 &1
for every pair x, y of adjacent vertices of G.
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Then G contains a }-contractible edge.
The bound would be sharp by the examples above. As is indicated in
the proof of Theorem 6, Conjecture 1 holds for }#0 mod 4 and also
holds for graphs with minimum degree at least }+1. A much weaker
form of Conjecture 1 would, if true, fill the somewhat mysterious gap in
Theorem 6:
Conjecture 2. Every contraction critical 7-connected graph contains
two vertices of degree 7 at distance one or two.
4. BOUNDING THE AVERAGE DEGREE OF A
CONTRACTION CRITICAL }-CONNECTED GRAPH
One could try to weaken the degree sum conditions by taking sums of
degrees of more than two vertices into account. If we allow ourselves to
consider the degrees of all vertices then we might end up in a condition to
the average degree.
Although the number of vertices of a contraction critical }-connected
graph may be arbitrarily large for each fixed }4, one could conjecture
that the average degree of a contraction critical }-connected graph is
bounded from above by some number f (}). This is true for }=4, since
every contraction critical 4-connected graph is 4-regular.
The following examples show that the order of f (}) would be at least }2.
First consider the case that }6 is even. Let l3 be an integer and
take disjoint sets Xi , Di, j , i{ j, in [1, ..., l] with |Xi |= }2 and |Di, j |=3.
Let X be the union of all Xi and D be the union of all Di, j . For each pair
i, j and every vertex d # Di, j we choose a set Ai, j (d)Xi _ Xj with
|Ai, j (d )|=2 such that Ai, j (d) & Ai, j (d $)=< for d{d $ in Di, j . Let X _ D
be the vertex set of the graph Gl, } . We add all edges between distinct
vertices in X and all three edges between distinct vertices of each Di, j .
Finally, we make every d # Di, j adjacent to all vertices in Xi _ Xj&Ai, j (d ).
It is not hard to see that Gl, } is }-connected. Furthermore, all vertices in
D have degree }. Let x, y be adjacent vertices in Gl, } . If x, y # D then they
have a common neighbor in D. If x # D, say x # Di, j , and y # X then y has
a neighbor distinct from x in Di, j by construction. If x, y # X then we may
choose i{ j such that x, y # Xi _ Xj .
By construction, there exists a d # Di, j such that x, y are both not contained
in Ai, j (d ). Therefore, x, y are both adjacent to d. It follows that every pair of
adjacent vertices is contained in the neighborhood of some vertex of degree },
and thus Gl, } , is contraction critical }-connected. The average degree of
Gl, } is
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2 } |E(Gl, })|
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2 +
l }
}
2
+3 }
l } (l&1))
2
which tends to }26+}&1 as l tends to infinity. For }7 odd let Gl, } be
the graph that arises from Gl, }&1 by adding a new vertex which is linked
completely to all others. Gl, } is contraction critical }-connected, and the
average degree tends to (}&1)26+} as l tends to infinity.
5. CONTRACTIBLE NONEDGES
Finally, let us briefly consider conditions which guarantee the existence
of a }-contractible nonedge in a }-connected graph, i.e., a pair of distinct
nonadjacent vertices whose identification yields a graph which is still
}-connected.
Contractible nonedges in 3-connected graphs and in triangle-free
graphs (in particular, in bipartite graphs) have been studied in [5] and
[6].
As is easily seen, a }-connected graph without a }-contractible nonedge
has the property that every pair of distinct nonadjacent vertices must be
contained in a smallest separating set of G on } vertices. A noncomplete
graph with this property must be critical; for if a vertex is adjacent to
all others then it must be contained in every separator of G, and if it is
nonadjacent to some other vertex then these two must be contained in
some smallest separating set. So G is critical and contains a fragment on at
most }2 vertices by Lemma 5 (with S=[[x]: x # V(G)]). So we have
proved
Theorem 7. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph such that every
fragment has more than }2 vertices.
Then G contains a }-contractible nonedge.
And since a vertex in a fragment F of some }-connected graph has degree
at most |F |&1+},
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Theorem 8. Let G be a noncomplete }-connected graph such that
d(x)\3}2 
for every vertex x of G.
Then G contains a }-contractible nonedge.
The bounds in Theorems 7 and 8 are both best possible, as is indicated
by the graphs obtained from a cycle of length 4 by replacing two adjacent
vertices with a graph Kw}2x each and the two others with a graph KW}2X
and then making the vertices between two graphs adjacent whenever the
corresponding vertices have been adjacent in the original cycle.
From [5] it follows that a 3-connected graph such that the degree sum at
at least one pair of distinct nonadjacent vertices exceeds 6 contains a 3-con-
tractible nonedge or must be one of five exceptional graphs. An analogous
statement does not hold for }4: The direct sum of a cycle of length at least
} and a graph K}&2 shows that for }4 an arbitrarily large degree sum
at some pair of distinct nonadjacent vertices in a }-connected graph does
not force a }-contractible nonedge.
The following examples show that a bound b(}) such that every }-con-
nected graph with d(x)+d( y)b(}) for every pair of distinct nonadjacent
vertices has a }-contractible nonedge would be of order at least }2: For
}3, take two vertex disjoint complete graphs X, Y on w }+12 x vertices and
w }+12 x } W
}+1
2 X vertices, respectively. Partition Y into |X| sets of W
}+1
2 X
vertices each, and make each vertex of X adjacent to all vertices of exactly
one of them. The resulting graph is }-connected, and the vertices of X have
degree }, and those of Y have degree |Y|. So if x{ y are nonadjacent then
the sum of their degrees equals }+|Y|, which is of order }2. Furthermore,
x, y do not form a }-contractible nonedge, since they have a common
neighbor of degree } which would have degree }&1 after having identified
x and y.
Note added in proof. The author thanks the referee for his or her valuable suggestions.
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